NOTTINGHAMSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL

DEPOSIT OF STATEMENT AND PLAN

SECTION 31 (6) OF THE HIGHWAYS ACT 1980

To

1. I am the owner within the meaning of the above section of
   [day, month, year]
   of the land known as
   [description]
   more particularly delineated on the attached plan.
   [Name of Farm, etc.]
   accompanying this statement and then on-edged red.

2. The aforementioned land lies in the Parish/Communities of
   [names]
   and
   [other names].

   * The ways coloured orange on the said plan appear on the Definitive Map as BYWAYS OPEN TO ALL TRAFFIC (B.O.A.T.

   * The ways coloured by orange dashes on the said plan have been dedicated as BYWAYS OPEN TO ALL TRAFFIC (B.O.A.T.

   * The ways coloured by brown dashes on the said plan appear on the Definitive Map as ROADS USED AS PUBLIC PATHS (P.P.P.

   * The ways coloured by brown lines on the said plan have been dedicated as BRIDLEWAYS.

   * The ways coloured by green dashes on the said plan appear on the Definitive Map as BRIDLEWAYS.

   * The ways coloured by green lines on the said plan have been dedicated as BRIDLEWAYS.

   * The ways coloured purple on the said plan appear on the Definitive Map as FOOTPATHS.

   * The ways coloured by purple dashes on the said plan have been dedicated as FOOTPATHS.

   * No other ways over the land have been dedicated as Highways.

   * The deposit shall comprise this statement and accompanying plan.

   * Delete as applicable.

Signed (landowner)

Name (or landowner):

Address:

Date: 31-08-19

Signed (witness)

Name (of witness):

Address:

Occupation:
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